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-BOUNDED HARMONIC FUNCTIONS AND CLASSIFICATION OF RIEMANN SURFACES MITSURU NAKAI
Let Φ(t) be a nonnegative real valued function defined for t in [0, oo) such that Φ(t) is unbounded in [0, <XD) and bounded in a neighborhood of a point in [0, oo) . A harmonic function u on a Riemann surface R is said to be 0-bounded if the composite function Φ(\ u |) has a harmonic majorant on R. Denote by O Π Φ the class of all Riemann surfaces on which every ^-bounded harmonic function reduces to a constant. The main result in this paper is the following: OHΦ -O H p (resp. OHB) if and only if d(Φ) < oo (resp. d(Φ) = oo), where diΦ) = lim supί^oo Φ(t)jt. This is the best possible improvement of a result of M. Parreau.
We also prove a similar theorem for the classification of subsurfaces of Riemann surfaces using ^-bounded harmonic functions vanishing on the relative boundaries of subsurfaces.
The chief tool of our proof is the theory of Wiener compactifications of Riemann surfaces.
Consider a nonnegative real valued function Φ(t) defined for all real numbers t in [0, co) . A harmonic function u on a Riemann 1 , surface R is said to be (^-bounded if the composite function Φ(\ u |) has a harmonic majorant on R β
The totality of (^-bounded harmonic functions on R is denoted by HΦ{R), or simply HΦ. We denote by OHΦ the class of all Riemann surfaces R on which every (^-bounded harmonic function reduces to a constant. Our problem is to determine OHΦ for every Φ. (1) and (2) and d(Φ) is finite (resp. infinite). This theorem is proved by Parreau [3] for the special Φ which is increasing and convex (and so continuous) (see also Ahlfors-Sario's book [1] , pp. 216-219). Parreau's proof keenly uses the increasingness and convexity of Φ and one might suspect that these assumptions are inevitable. We are interested in the fact that for the validity of Parreau's result, no assumption is needed for Φ except the inevitable conditions (1) and (2) . Thus our Theorem 1 is the best possible generalization of Parreau's result at least in the above formulation.
2. Before entering the proof of Theorem 1, for convenience, we explain an outline of the Wiener compactίfication of a Riemann surface and its some properties which we use in the proof of Theorem 1. For details, consult Constantinescu-Cornea's book [2] Let R be an arbitrary Riemann surface. A real-valued function / on R is said to be a continuous Wiener function if (a) for any subsurface F of R with F<£θ Q as a Riemann surface, the restriction of / on F is harmonizable on F and the restriction of \f\ on Fhas a superharmonic majorant on F\ and if (b) / is finitely continuous on R. We denote by WC = WC(R) the totality of continuous Wiener functions on R. We also denote by WB -WB(R) the totality of bounded members in WC. Observe that WC (resp. WB) is a vector space and closed under max and min operations. Any continuous superharmonic function on R which has a harmonic majorant clearly belongs to WC. Hence HP c WC and HB c WB.
There exists a unique compact Hausdorff space R* containing R as its open and dense subset such that C(R*)\ R = WB(R), where C{R*) is the totality of finitely continuous functions on R* and C(R*)\R is the totality of restrictions of functions in C(R*) to R. We call R* the Wiener compactification of R. By the obvious identification, we may simply write as C(R*) = WB(R). It is clear that any function in WC(R) is (not necessarily finitely) continuous on iϋ*, or more accurately, is continuously extended to R*. Hereafter, we use topological notions relative to iϋ* only. For example, A for A a R means the closure of A in iϋ*. But the notation dA for A c i?* is the only exceptional. dA means the boundary of A Π R relative to R.
We set A = (pe R*; f(p) = 0 for any / in W 0 C). This is a compact subset of Γ = R* -R and called the (Wiener) As an corollary of this, we can easily see the following useful Hence R g 0 ffP and a fortiori lϋ g 0^. Thus R e 0 HB -0 G and so by Lemma 1, the harmonic boundary Δ of R consists of only one point δ, i.e. A = (δ). By d(0) = oo, we can find a stricly increasing sequence (r Λ )* =ι of positive numbers such that lim Φ(r n )/r n = oo and lim r n = oo . Let G n = (pe i2; | u(p) \ < r w ). Since u is not a constant and u is unbounded by R e 0 HB , G n is a regular open subset of R with 9G % ^ â nd G n /* R. We see that G n g SO^^ for some %. For, if this is not the case, then G n e SO HB for all n = 1, 2,
. Let a n = rJΦ(r n ). Then α w \0(π-^oo). Consider the function α^ -|u|, which is superharmonic and bounded from below on G n and continuous in G n \JΘG n . If gedG., then I u(q) I = r n = (rJΦ(r % )) Φ(r n ) = a n Φ{\ u(q) |) ^ a n v{q) .
Thus a n v -\u\^0 on 6>G W . Hence a n v -\ u | ^ 0 in G Λ . For, if aMPo) -I ^(Po) I < d < 0 for some p 0 in G n , then G£ = (p e G n ; a n v(p) -I w(p) I < d) is a nonempty regular open subset with G' n U 9(?ή c: G n . The function ώ -(a n v -\ u |) is a positive and bounded (with bound <Z + r J subharmonic function in G f n vanishing continuously at dG' n . So G r n & SO HB . But this is a contradiction, since G n Z) G' n U ®G' n and G ft e SO HB . Hence a n v -| u \ ^ 0 in G Λ . Now let p be an arbitrary point in R. There exists an n 0 such that peG n for all n ^ n 0 . Then I u(p) I g α n v(p) for all n ^ w 0 . Thus by making n / oo, | u(p) | = 0, i.e. u Ξ 0 on β, which is a contradiction. Hence G Λl ί SO ffΛ for somê and so G n g SO ffB for all n^ n x and so without loss of generality, we may assume that G n ί SO^^ for all w = 1, 2, . In particular, G x ί SOiί^ implies that G x -9G X [contains δ by Lemma 2 (recall that A = (δ)) 9 i.e. G! is a neighborhood of δ in the Wiener compactiίication J2* of R. Hence in the topology of R*,
R9p->8 θ^δ
Now consider the function / n = α Λ i; + r x -| u |, which is superharmonic and bounded from below on G n and continuous in G n U ®G n . If g e 0G % , then as before, I u(q) \ = r n = (rJΦ(τ n )) Φ(r n ) = a n Φ(\ u(q) |) ^ a n v{q) S a n v{q) + n and so f n (q) ^ 0 on 9G Λ . This with (*) gives that lim inf f n {p) ^ 0 for any q in dG n U (δ) = 0G % U (G n Π ^). Hence by Lemma 3, /" ^ 0 in G n , or in G w . Let p be an arbitrary point in R. There exists an n Q such that peG n for all n ^ w 0 . Thus | u{p) \ ^ α w i;(p) + r 1 for all w ^ n 0 .
Hence by making %/oo, | u(p) \ ^ r x , i.e. \u\^r x on JB. Hence R ί 0^. This is a contradiction, since we assumed that R e O HB . Thus 5. Finally we make a few remark to the classification of Riemann surfaces with regular boundaries. Let Φ{t) be a non-negative realvalued function defined in [0, °o) . Let R be a Riemann surface and F be a regular open subset of R. We denote by H 0 Φ = H 0 Φ(R, F) the totality of harmonic functions u in F vanishing continuously at OF such that Φ(\u\) admits a harmonic majorant in F. We say that Fe S0 HΦ if H 0 Φ contains only zero. We want to determine S0 HΦ for every Φ. As before, unless Φ satisfies (1) Contrary to the assertion, assume that FeSO ΠB .
By d(Φ) -oo, there exists an increasing sequence (r n )~= 1 of positive numbers such that a n -rJΦ(r n ) \ 0 and r n /" oo as n /* oo. Let F n = (peF; | u(p) | < r J. Clearly F n / F and F n e SO HB . As in the proof of Theorem 1 for d(Φ) = oo, a n v -\ u | ^ 0 on dF n and a n v -I u I is lower bounded superharmonic function in F n and so F n e SO EB implies that a n v Ξ> | u \ in F n and finally u -0 in F. This is a contradiction and so F$SO ΠB 
= (\u(p)\; peR).
Since D is connected and I u I is not bounded, Z> = [0, <χ>). Thus (Φ(\ u(p) |); peR) = (Φ(t); te [0, oo)). From this, the boundedness of Φ{\ u |) implies the boundedness of Φ(t), which contradicts the assumption (3).
